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Urban developm~nt
nance is leading to social and Only well-researched infbrma-
physical decay of the cities. tion which is authenticated must

four, there are very few profes- Denying realities and ignoring be allowed for p~blicatjon.)t
sionals who could service the the validity of information, will also,'set up an.::ncouraging
vast majority of the building, ,while living in an information space for the honest iind hard
stock on the terms and condi; age can only prove disastrous. working breed of ~esearchers
tions of their choice. Hence, the The following recommendations who seldom find an avenue to
violations! may be considered by the deci- share their wisdom with others

10. Over the past half a centu- sion-makers in this respect:- through appropriate means.
ry, Pakistani cities have grown, .The findlngs of the research. It must ,be remembered that
in physical sizes, population and by individual resear<;hers and in a market economy practice,
emerprises. The inner city areas institutions, no matter bow bit- ' inIormat~on wilt become an
of these cities have become terit may appear,shouldrbe enterprisewith"fears of 'its
extremely dense leading to vari- gauged for its merit leading to monopolisation. To a great
ous complex problems. The land appropriate decisions on devel- extent this is already happening.
use hils changed from residen- opment. Whedler it is the deci-
tial to warehousing/industrial sion to demolish illegally and
and/or commercial. Transport shoddily constructed high-rises
related activities have intensi- in inner cities or the re-settle"
fied due to rapid transaction of ment'shifting of an existing mar-
goods. Due to interaction of die- ket from the dense inner city,
ferent types of people/interest reliance on informatian and its

I groups, land use control has analysis should remain the cen-
--! weakened. Family activities tre piece of setting the criteria

decline and commercial activi- and taking a'decision. Or

ties supersede. Infrastructure .'Medium of coffimUnicatio~
and services come under pres- of research findings needs to be
sure due to increasing loads. re-aligned. Worldwide, the
Often the inner cities are bur- research periodicals and jour-
dened with the communal and nals perform this task. However,
industrial functions since' no in Pakistan the decision-makers
appropriate options of land are take litde notice of the serious
available to entrepreneurs. findings of the research which is

11. Public transport in all the published in journals. At bes~
cities is run by informal trans- newspaper articles, comments
porters, Only marginal regulato- or analyses are considered a sui-
ry role is played by the govern- ficient means to form an opinion
menL No public-sector trans- leading to making some kind of
portation project has succeeded decision in the end. The culture
to the satisfaction of the peo- of sharing research findings
pie/users. Operating conditions through periodicals and publica-
are generally dismal. tions has yet to take its roots.
Passengers' rights are violated. However, in order to discharge

/

' Credit support to transporters is the vital responsibility, the acad-
only available from informal emic and research ~stitutions

I

money lenders in violation of should initiate a regular publica-
stat.. rules and regulations. don of their research work: A

, 12 These findings and analy- common ground of interaction
ses are neither new nor alien to between the decision-makers
the decision-makers. However, and researchers should be creat-
their general disregard through- ed. The journals must go a step
0111!he routines of w'ban gover- allead of the yellow journalism.
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.Information and ~owledge
needs to be spread around to
build up opinions on k,eydevel-
opmentaI'issues. People carry
views about developmental
issues ,mostly based jon ,hearsay
and assumptions. This 'often
leads to incorrect choices and
view points. For exam,ple, peo- .
pIe carry obtuse views about
Karachi Mass Transit
I'rogrl,lmme wbichis beld in
abeYllnce. However, '<Ivast;'
majority forms these views on
skin deep analysis without any
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Few decision-makers ar~ conscious
of the fact that Pakistan is fast head-
ing to become an urban country. The
urban population has grown from 17

.'per ce~'tin,1947 to more,than 40 per
cent in the year 1998.
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High profile donor-funded supporting evidence or figures.
research institutions obtain con- Options 'are, therefore, needed
trol of die information. Whether to feed the people with illforma-
satellite images of the urban, lion .along simple formats.
sprawl or the disasters in-tbe Similarly, the modus operandi of
making; most of the ~ormation real estate developers is a grey
cannot be accessed without the area~S,a general perception,
award of consultancy packages. the projects oCdevelopers are
This often leads to
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tereotyp
.

ical regarded 'assubstand~~~
analysis and non-representative theirmanagCl11entand !in~n~
trends. Worniation and its inter- practices ruthless and shady.
pretadon is a useful enterprise This perception adversely
but it becomes die responsibility affects those few but profession-
of ,the state to oversee that it al developers who have earned a
remains an equal'opportunity ',reputation for themselves after
enterprise without biases. Key years of honest construct ion
role is desired from public:sec" practice. Ways and means of
tor universities and institutes to generating information and
carry out research into informa- analyses are, therefore, needed
tion collection and dissemina- to help people distinguish right
tion. from wrong!


